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BULK CONVEYING SYSTEMS4RAILCAR UNLOADING PULL/PUSH SYSTEM

High Performance
Bulk Material Conveying 
From Railcar to Silos

Conair’s vacuum/pressure railcar unloading 
(pull/push) systems are custom engineered to 
move material from railcars to storage silos or 
from storage to end-use locations over long 
distances and at high flow rates.  Material 
can be conveyed from multiple source points 
to any number of locations utilizing a pump 
station and either manual switching stations, or 
automatic diverter valves.  

Automatic system controls ensure reliable 
operation and complete system monitoring.  
Flow through the pumping station is balanced 
automatically during the conveying process.  
The rotary airlock feeder is automatically 
stopped when the delivery point is filled.  A 
signal is given to indicate that conveying is 
complete, and the system is purged.

Systems up to 100 HP are available for the 
dual-pump packages.  The single-pump 
configuration can utilize both the vacuum 
and pressure side of the up to 50 Hp pump, 
making it convenient for placing 1/2 way 
between the pickup and delivery points.

Railcar Unoading Systems for Up to 30,000 lbs/hr.

 ` High-volume, long life; built-in dust collection 
 Get the high-capacity performance and simple operation you expect from all Conair 
equipment, custom designed for your application.  

 ` Industrial performance with a range of pump options and line sizes 
 Delivers 8000 to 30,000 pounds per hour over long distance. Throughput rates up 
to 15,000 lbs/hr for 4-inch line size, 20,000 lbs/hr for 5-inch, and 30,000 lbs/hr for 
6-inch lines.

 ` Industrial control system 
 NEMA 4 control with PLC intelligence ensures that your control system is easy to use, 
and reliable.

 ` System flexibility for your needs 
 The DPDM (dual-pump, dual-motor) system gives flexibility in placement of the pump 
in relationship to the pickup and delivery points thanks to up to 100 HP available, 
you’ll have no shortage of power.  The SPSM system (50 HP single-pump, single-
motor) can be positioned halfway between the pickup and delivery point.  This allows 
the pump to use both the vacuum and pressure sides to operate for conveying resin.

 ` Performance guaranteed 
 Conair is the only auxiliary equipment supplier to offer a performance guarantee.  
Much more valuable than a standard manufacturers warranty, the performance 
guarantee ensures that your equipment does what you need it to, when you need it to.

Designed for long-lasting reliable industrial performance, these 
systems convey up to 30,000 lbs./hr. at distances up to 1000 feet, 
for line sizes from 4-inch to 6-inch.  Bulk unloading from railcars to 
silos for high-rate applications.  

Conair’s Pull/Push railcar unloading system moves free-flowing 
pellets or powders using modular dual-pump systems (DPDM) or 
single-pump packages (SPSM).   

A variety of options ensure that the system meets the processing 
needs of your facility.  The system can be equipped with: cyclone 
receiver with angel hair remover, filter receiver in-line for angel 
hair mitigation and dusting, aftercooler on the pressure blower, 
variable frequency drives (VFDs), separate receivers to avoid cross-
contamination, and railcar empty alarms.  

DPDM system 
(Dual-pump, dual motor bulk railcar unloading)
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How it Works  (dual pump, dual motor system)

Typical Conveying Specifications System Options

Vacuum pump 
Material unloading from the bulk railcar

1. The vacuum line is connected to 
a coupling (A) on the railcar, and the 
system is powered on
2. The vacuum pump (B) engages
3. Vacuum pulls material into the 
cyclone (C), which drops material into 
the resin line (D) that goes to the silo
4. A dust collector (E) separates any 
dust from the vacuum line, before it is 
pulled into the pump
5. Once that section of the railcar is 
unloaded, the coupling is moved to the 
next section for unloading
6. The vacuum side of the system is 
purged

Pressure pump 
Material loaded into the storage silo

1. The pressure pump (F) engages just after the vacuum pump
2. Pressure pushes material dropping out of the cyclone through 
the resin line

3. Resin is pushed to the top of the silo (G), to fill the vessel 
below
4. Excess pressure/air is exhausted through a screen in the silo
5. Pressure purges the pressure side of the line once all material 
is loaded into the silo

     Specification Notes
*  Typical conveying rates shown above will change based on system parameters (material type, 

conveying distance, elbows, etc. on both vacuum and pressure lines).  SPSM systems require 
the same vacuum and pressure conveying line sizes.  Pressure side of DPDM system is 
normally 4-inch OD to utilize existing truck fill lines.

†  FLA data for reference purposes only.  Does not include any options or accessories.  For full 
FLA detail for power circuit design of specific machines and systems, refer to the electrical 
diagrams of the equipment order and the nameplate applied to the machine.

Each system is custom configured for the application.  Physical dimensions, specifications, 
and performance characteristics vary for each unit.  Specifications may change without notice. 
Consult with a Conair representative for the most current information. 
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SPSM (Single Pump, Single Motor)

Line Size Estimated Conveying Rate*

4-inch OD 
8000-12,000 lbs./hr. (short vacuum/pres-

sure distances)

5-inch OD
12,000-18,000 lbs./hr. (short vacuum/pres-

sure distances)

DPDM (Dual Pump, Dual Motor)

Line Size Estimated Conveying Rate*

4-inch OD 10,000-15,000 lbs./hr.

5-inch OD 15,000-20,000 lbs./hr. 

6-inch OD 20,000-30,000 lbs./hr.

Railcar Unloading Systems are custom configurable for each 
application.  Available features and options will vary based on 
configuration.  Contact your Conair sales representative for 
information about the configuration best for your process.

• Cyclone receiver with angel hair remover - for use between 
the vacuum receiver and the airlock, with an alarm to alert 
when the angel hair remover is full.

• Filter receiver in-line for angel hair mitigation and dust 
collection - to catch and drop angel hair and dust into a 
canister with butterfly valve.  The dust canister can be 
detached and emptied without shutting down the system.

• Aftercooler on pressure blower - to reduce blower discharge 
temperatures, which will reduce angel hair creation.

• Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs) on vacuum and pressure 
blowers - for utilizing controlled velocities for conveying, and 
energy savings.

• Separate receivers to prevent cross-contamination.

• Railcar empty alarm.


